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Gender difference in performance of undergraduate medical students for subjective and objective evaluation in physiology
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ABSTRACT

Background: Several studies have indicated gender differences in performance of undergraduate students in medical curriculum mainly in the clinical specialties which requires different set of skills as compared to pre and paraclinical subjects. Therefore, the study aim to investigate gender difference if any, on overall performance as well as on different modalities of assessment like multiple choice questions (MCQ) and structured long & short answer questions (LSQ) of medical students in physiology.

Methods: Performance of 238 first year MBBS students in overall theory (MCQ+LSQ) and separately in MCQ and LSQ were compared between male (n=139) & female (n=99). Further, they were sub-grouped on the basis of total marks in theory as low (<50%), medium (50-65%) and high achievers (>65%).

Results: Female students scored significantly more compared to male students in total (60.8±7.42% vs 56.81±8.78%) as well as individually in MCQ & LSQ. Also, overall failure rate was more for male (19%) as compared to female (7%). However, comparison of high achiever group revealed no significant difference in performance of both genders in all modalities of assessments. Whereas, female students of both medium and low achiever groups had significantly high scores in LSQ as compared to male, but no such difference was observed for MCQ.

Conclusions: Average and below average female students performed better relative to their male counterparts in subjective assessment (LSQ) as compared to assessment demanding more analytical/critical thinking (MCQ). However, performance of high achievers did not show any such gender difference. Therefore, different types of assessments bring out different abilities of students across genders depending on their grade of performance in a medical curriculum.
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INTRODUCTION

In medical curriculum, methods of assessment have always held most important place in terms of quality of final outcome of medical graduates. For the assessment of cognitive, recall, interpretive and analytical abilities of medical students, the commonest written examination is long and short answer questions.1 However, with advancement of medical technology, these open ended questions have been replaced with structured long or short answer questions bringing more objectivity to the evaluation by the examiners.23 Whereas, another most popular form of written assessment method is use of multiple choice questions (MCQs) which are considered to be both reliable and suitable due to its high objectivity and ease of administration.45 Balanced use of multiple tools of assessments are utilized to test various domains of learning as per Bloom's Taxonomy.67 There are
several reports comparing the outcome of such combinations of assessments in medical students. However, such multiple formats of assessments are bound to cause variation in the performance of students with different level of academic ability. Besides, many studies have also been reporting effect of gender on the overall performance of medical students, wherein, female students have been reported to perform better as compared to their male counterparts in paraclinical & clinical subjects. Whereas, others report no difference in performance of male & female students for preclinical subjects.

So, the review of literature reveals that studies stratifying performance of male & female medical students across marks obtained in examinations has been rarely explored though several reports compare overall gender based performance of these students. Therefore, the present study was conducted to compare the performance of male and female medical students in preclinical subject i.e. physiology, in terms of their level of academic achievements for subjective (i.e. long & short answer questions) and objective (i.e. multiple choice question) type assessments during written examination.

METHODS

In this cross sectional retrospective study, pre-professional exam scores in physiology of the first year medical students (n=238) of batches 2012-2013, 2013-2014 and 2014-15 were assessed and interpreted. Approval of the Institution Ethics Committee was obtained before initiation of the work. For the present study, we analyzed the marks obtained in theory examination in physiology. The theory examination was conducted for 3 hours duration which consisted of multiple choice questions (MCQ) and structured long & short answer question (LSQ). The weightage for MCQ was 20% and LSQ was 80% (with equal proportions of long and short answer questions). At department of physiology, AIIMS, Raipur, we administer 4 different types of MCQs during the formative examinations i.e. single response, multiple response, reason-assertion and problem based questions wherein students get 30 minutes time (1.5 min/question) for attempting 20 MCQs with 0.5 marks for correct and zero marks for incorrect answer with no negative marking. The course content of MCQ and LSQ covered the core curriculum of first year undergraduate medical physiology.

Analysis of data

The marks obtained in total theory (both LSQ & MCQ), only LSQ and MCQ by all the students were first converted into % score and then divided into two groups i.e. male and female. Thereafter, we further divided each group into three sub-groups i.e. high (>65%), middle (50% to 65%) and low score (<50%), on the basis of their total percent marks obtained in theory examination (LSQ+MCQ) and labeled them as high, medium and low achievers as reported by us earlier. The minimum total marks obtained by the students were 31.33% and maximum was 76.25%.

StatistiXL software version 1.7 was used to analyze the data. Student t-test was done to measure the significance of difference between male and female students for the % marks obtained in total theory, LSQ and MCQ examinations, whereas, Mann-Whitney U-test was done to compare the difference for high, middle and low achiever male & female students. To assess the correlation between total theory vs. LSQ and MCQ, as well as between LSQ & MCQ, Pearson’s correlation was performed for all the three groups of achievers, except for the low achiever female students where Spearman Rank Correlation test was performed as the number of students in this group was only 7. A p value of 0.05 or less was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Marks (%) obtained in theory (LSQ+MCQ) examination and also separately in LSQ and MCQ, by 238 1st year MBBS students during the pre-professional examination comprising of full course in physiology, were compared between male (n=141) and female (n=97) students after dividing them in three groups i.e. high (male n=23; female n=28), middle (male n=91; female n=62) and low (male n=27; female n=7) achievers on the basis of their performance in theory examination.

Comparison of performance across different assessment tools

Overall performance of the students in theory examination showed highly significant difference between MCQ & LSQ with better performance in LSQ as given in Table 1. Also, significant correlation existed between total theory vs LSQ (r = 0.82; p <0.001) & MCQ marks (r = 0.84; p <0.001) as well as LSQ vs. MCQ (r = 0.39; p <0.001).

Gender difference in performance of all students

Compared to male, female students scored significantly better in all the assessment tools i.e. total theory, LSQ and MCQ. Performance in LSQ differed significantly between male and female students (p <0.001), whereas
MCQ marks, though more for female, was not found to be significantly different as shown in Table 1. Correlation between LSQ vs. MCQ was found to be highly significant (p < 0.001) for both male & female students as presented in Table 2. Also, percent of students failing (scoring less than 50% in theory) was more for male (19%) as compared to female (7%).

Table No. 2: Correlation of LSQ & MCQ in all students and in different achiever groups across genders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson's correlation</th>
<th>Total students</th>
<th>High achiever</th>
<th>Middle achiever</th>
<th>Low achiever</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSQ vs. MCQ</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>(p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>(NS)</td>
<td>(NS)</td>
<td>(p&lt;0.01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Correlation is expressed as ‘r’ value with significance in parentheses).

**Gender difference in performance of students stratified as achiever groups**

The male and female students in high achiever group performed similar in all types of assessment modalities (LSQ and MCQ) with no significant difference between them as shown in Figure 1. However, significantly high scores in LSQ (middle 67.35±5.63% & low achiever 56.93±5.69%) as well as in total theory (middle 58.76±3.96% & low achiever 46.73±4.52%) was obtained by the female students of both middle as given in Figure 2 and low as in Figure 3 achiever groups as compared to male (middle 64.6±7.19% & low achiever 51.12±10.2% in LSQ; and middle 57.29±4.45% & low achiever 44.25±4.7% in total theory), but no significant difference was observed for MCQ scores between them as presented in Figure 2 and 3.

Assessment of correlation between LSQ and MCQ revealed absence of any significant correlation for high achievers in both male and female students. Whereas, significant negative correlation was found to be present between LSQ and MCQ marks only for male students of middle and low achiever groups, but performance of female students did not hold any such correlation as given in Table 2.

**Figure 1**: % marks (Mean±SD) obtained in total theory, MCQ & long & short answer question (LSQ) by male and female students of High Achiever group. No significant difference was observed for any of these parameters.

**Figure 2**: Depicts comparison of % marks (Mean ± SD) obtained by male and female students of middle achiever group in total theory, MCQ & long & short answer question (LSQ) which shows a significant difference between total theory and LSQ marks.

**Figure 3**: Displays comparison of male and female students from low achiever group. A significant difference was observed between total theory and long & short answer question (LSQ) marks.

* p≤ 0.05; ** p≤0.01.
DISCUSSION

The present study was an attempt to assess the performance of 1st year MBBS students in a preclinical subject (physiology) not only on the basis of gender difference but also from the angle of academic achievement level of students in terms of marks obtained. For this purpose, we divided male and female students as high, middle and low achievers based on their overall performance in theory examination. We also aimed to look into the performance of these student groups for different modalities of written examinations i.e. long and short answer questions (LSQ) and MCQ.

Overall performance of all the students (irrespective of gender) was more in LSQ as compared to MCQ, which indicates that generally students are better in representing the organized ideas and knowledge. As is known, MCQs are targeted for evaluating objectively the theory knowledge with emphasis on analytical/critical thinking as achieved by the use of reason-assertion or multiple response question. All the students, both male and females, received significantly lesser marks in MCQ as compared to theory examination (LSQ) irrespective of their level of achievements (high, middle or low), indicating thereby that in general MCQs may be more tricky and complicated for the students and its objectivity might not allow them to score easily. In our earlier study, we have already reported the impact of subtypes of MCQs eg. single response, multiple response, reason-assertion & problem based questions on the grade of performance of medical students.

Studies have reported higher scores in long essay questions as compared to MCQ due to the fact of bias or more subjective marking schemes of different assessors compared with the more quantitative nature of MCQs. However, in our format of examination, LSQ consisted of properly structured long and short questions which minimizes the subjective bias of correction by the examiners and may be the reason for obtaining better scores by the students.

When gender difference was considered, we found that female students performed better as compared to males in both modalities of assessment formats. In contrast to our findings, some of the earlier studies had reported either better performance by male students or no difference in genders for assessment in preclinical subjects. However, better performance by female students have been reported for clinical subjects. In a more recent study, para-clinical subject like Pharmacology also reported better performance by female students as compared to male students. Better performance by female students have been attributed to the fact that they are inherently better at reading comprehension, perceptual speed and associative memory skills or because of their more sincere and greater efforts in medical courses. It may be further emphasized here that better performance by females in theory questions as compared to MCQs also suggests better reasoning, depth of knowledge and conceptualization ability in them. We also found a high correlation between total theory and MCQ type questions as well as total theory marks vs LSQ for both the genders indicating that performance of students is independent of modality of testing. Also, it may be mentioned here that the failure rate (i.e. students getting less than 50% in total) of male students were much higher as compared to female students which was the reason for a very small number of female students in low achiever group.

However, stratification of performances of students into subgroups of high, middle and low achievers revealed interesting facts. Above average students in our study with marks above 65% (i.e. high achievers), irrespective of their genders, were found to have no difference in their performance in LSQ & MCQ suggesting thereby that students with higher academic abilities perform equally well irrespective of their genders. Also, high achiever male and female students showed no correlation between LSQ and MCQ performance. This finding was in accordance to the study of Dagogo et al, 2010, conducted on medical students of physiology. In this regard, our findings corroborate their interpretation that more competent students might have indiscriminable ability to handle either LSQ (with strong ability to organize and apply knowledge) or MCQ (with strong factual recall and analytical abilities) or both. We also observed lack of correlation between LSQ and MCQ marks for middle achiever female students as compared to males which again points towards better recall, cognitive and analytical abilities of average female students, therefore, possessing better competence in both the formats of assessment modules i.e. LSQ or MCQ. In this context, it is worth noting also that a significant negative correlation observed in case of male students of middle and low achiever groups. Such negative correlation was also observed for female students of low achiever group which was though not significant, had high “r” value (r=0.35) and this might be due to presence of very less number of female students (n=7) in this group, as very few female students had failed in overall performance. The negative correlation observed in these cases clearly points towards the fact that these students scored significantly less in MCQ suggesting therefore a poorer analytical/critical/recall abilities for highly objectivised questions (e.g. MCQ) as compared to LSQ.

Therefore, it may be concluded that although overall performance of female students was better than males, but this gender difference is nullified when we consider students with higher intellectual or academic ability as seen for the high achievers in our study. The better ability of female students in both modalities of achievements i.e. subjective in the form of LSQ and objective in the form of MCQ, seems to hold true only for the average and below average students. It may also be added here that students performance determined by examination format that includes both testing modalities may be different...
than the performance obtained by using only one of the modalities.

However, further studies with bigger sample size are needed to substantiate this regard. Besides, comparison of performance on the basis of gender and achievement level at different levels of medical curriculum (i.e. pre, para and clinical) requiring altered levels of abilities for a medical graduate may give us better insight into the matter.
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